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HOLLYWOOD
PHILATELIST
The “Hollywood Philatelist”
is a bi-monthly publication
by the Hollywood Stamp
Club.
Editor: Enrique Setaro
The Hollywood Stamp Club
meets every Tuesday from
5 to 9 PM at the Fred Lippman Multi-Purpose Center,
2030 Polk Street, Hollywood, FL 33020, Telephone: (954) 921-3404.
All Club members are encouraged to submit articles, notices, or any other
data believed notable to
our membership.

Hollywood Stamp Club Officers and Members of the
Board for 2016
Chairman of the Board: Karl V. Shallenberger
E-Mail: KarlShall@comcast.net
President: Parker A. Bailey, Jr.
E-Mail: pbaileyjr@comcast.net
Vice-President: Jacqueline Cortes
Treasurer: Richard Knierim
Recording Secretary: Hilda Bailey

Membership Chairman: Alan Levak
Directors: William Armstrong, , Arthur Morris, Hamlet Gayadeen, Robert
Lavoie, Jr., Stephen Ehrlich, Alan Levak, and Richard Sandler
Editor: Enrique Setaro

HSC
LOCATION
ON
MAP

Contact the Editor, by
phone (305)428-0546, via
Skype, ID: ensetaro or via
e-mail: ensetaro@gmail.com

Enrique Setaro, HSC Editor
Member No. 1622
Born in Argentina, 1941
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HSC A C T I V I T I E S
PHILATELIC CALENDAR
JUL 5 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
JUL 12 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
JUL 19. $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
JUL 26 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
AUG 2 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

AUG 9 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
AUG 16. Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
AUG 23 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

AUG 30. >>>> GO—GO AUCTION <<<<

WELCOME ABOARD !!

CLUB NEWS


The HSC currently has 150 paid members.



New member: Al Rozinsky . 1897



APS AWARD: A letter from the APS states: “ Enrique
Setaro, editor of the Hollywood Philatelist, has been
awarded a GOLD in the 2015 APS
Chapter Newsletter Competition.
This award recognizes that you
have gone above and beyond to
serve your chapter’s membership
and promote philately. On behalf
of the entire community of
collectors, thank you for your
great work.”



Enclosed, you will find a
certificate signed by the
President and Secretary of the
American Philatelic Society
recognizing your great work.
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AROUND THE AUCTIONS. By Editor
We have selected some items from the Stamp Auction Catalogs that we feel are unusual and worth
highlighting.
Zeppelin Flights (Fig. 1). 1936 Hindenburg flight from Cristobal, via New York to Germany, mixed franking
with 20c Canal Zone and 40c US postage, appropriate
cachet and arrival (Berlin) markings, autographed on front
by Dr. Hugo Eckener (1), fine and rare Hindenburg from
Canal Zone, ex-Schoendorf, signed Gappe.

Fig 1 PCZ—Zeppelin Flight to Germany

(1) Dr. Hugo Eckener (10 August 1868 – 14 August 1954) was the
manager of the Luftschiffbau Zeppelin during the inter-war years, and
also the commander of the famous Graf Zeppelin for most of its
record-setting flights, including the first airship flight around the world,
making him the most successful airship commander in history. He was
also responsible for the construction of the most successful type of
airships of all time.

CHINA 1923 (Fig. 2). $2 blue and black. First Peking Printing, perf 14, center inverted, a striking
example of this rarity which is particularly well centered and with strong colors on fresh paper, with
guide line at top, disturbed gum, h.r., slightly shorter perf. At left, very fine gem with great eye appeal
and one of the great rarities of Chinese Philately, with 2009 Pascal Scheller certificate. It is believed
that only about 30 examples of this error are known today (China Stamp Society Specialized 2012
Fig. 2. China SC 266
Catalogue No. 277a $275,000).
Center Inverted

Fig. 3 France 1871 Empire Cover to Mexico

France 1871 (Fig. 3)(30 Sep) cover from Paris
to Mexico City with 8 francs postage prepaid by applying strip of
3x80c. 2x30c and single 5 fr “Empire”, via London (2 Oct) and sent
per “Nile” October 20th, arriving St. Thomas Oct 16th, then by
“Elder” Oct 17th via Havana (Oct 22 transit), arriving at Veracruz on
27th Oct, lettersheet cleaned with part of addressee’s name
redrawn, stamps lifted and replaced, with some additional small
faults, otherwise fine usage of 5 fr Empire, from Continental
Europe, via England to Mexico, with extraordinary franking, exRosenthal.

Great Britain (Fig. 4) 1906 KEVII £50 black, die proof on card, dated 13 March 06, handstamped
“Before hardening” , v.f. ex-Ferrary, with 1997 Royal cert, stating “unappropriated die proof, genuine.

Russia Air Mail Official (Fig. 5) 1922 Used on mail from Russian
embassy in Berlin to Moscow. Surcharged on Consular Fee stamps,
Currency: German mark. 1200 m on 2.25r. Type II, l.h., v.f.
Fig. 4 KE7 1906 essay Surcharged in Carmine, bicolored burelage, signed Brun.

Fig. 5 Russia C05 Air Mail
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Are you a stamp collector or a stamp investor?,

Shared by Jose

Jablonki from the ASDA Magazine Sept. 2015, by Richard Lehmann

Fig. 1—1972 8 Cts. Stamp Collecting Stamp

When you write about investing, as I have done for the last 30 years, there
are two subjects sure to arouse strong opinions and lively debate, gold and
stamps. The reason for this is that everyone involved in either has an
opinion which no amount of debate is going to change, at least in the short
run. Perhaps after reading my columns on stamp investing over the future, I
can persuade a few to broaden their opinions, but for now, I'll settle for
explaining my views and hoping to win over those open to fact based
persuasion.

Since beginning my stamp investing blog
on Forbes.com and my column in this
magazine, stamp forums on the Internet as well as email respondents
have argued for and against this subject. Critics seem to feel that
philately "belongs" to collectors and that investors are interlopers who
threaten the hobby. What they threaten, of course, is competition.
What they bring is a new group of buyers who will only drive prices
Fig. 2—Technology provides enhancement to stamps’
higher. As a starting premise, I believe most people will agree that,
printing
when you spend $25 or more on a piece of paper that has no intrinsic
value whatsoever, you are making an investment. As a collector since
age eight. I started by buying less expensive stamps, but as the
collection matured, I found that everything I was missing was, back then, $5 or more.

So I changed my country of interest. Today I have several collections where almost everything missing is
$25 or more. Since there are many more of these stamps than I can afford, why should I not give priority
to buying those items which have the best prospects for appreciation. This is a basic principal of investing
and
think
enjoyment. We see works of art
regularly selling for millions of dollars and all I read is positive on investing in art. Stamps, likewise, are
little pieces of mass produced art and stamp collectors buy them irrespective of price because they find
pleasure in the process of find-ing and then owning them.

Fig. 3—1893 $3 Columbus Stamp

My belief is that no one has the right to deride the motives of a stamp
buyer. As readers of my columns are aware, they have multiple motives and
they exist in huge numbers in many parts of the world. They may use stamps
for collecting, for investing, for speculating, as an alternative currency, or for
hiding wealth. My universe of investment quality stamps are the classic
stamps issued prior to 1950 having a catalog value of $25 or more, a universe
of about 50,000 stamps. I use this premise because since 1950, postal
authorities with few exceptions have been mercilessly exploiting stamp
collectors.

Hence, I agree with purist collectors that this post 1950 universe be left exclusively to them. Have
fun chasing after those 100 un- inverted Jenny blocks and pictures of your favorite sports figures
and teams. My universe of classic stamps is defined by what I call seasoning. Any stamp that has
appreciated to $25 or more in the last 65 to 175 years deserves consideration as a good investment
for the future. There is little history of such stamps suffering a decline in value, which for many investors is sufficient.
[Cont. page 6]
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The most popular criticism of stamps investing is that the quality of the
specific stamp being purchased is the most important consideration in whether
or not it is a good investment. I totally agree. Stamp investing is not for
amateurs. Until amateurs become savvy enough to do their own selection, they
need the assistance of a professional. Most such professionals are dealers and
many act in this capacity for clients with whom they have established trust over
the years.

Our rating system for individual stamps will take into consideration its price history, current supply and
demand, price disparities by market and a number of other proprietary factors. This will not be a one
time exercise, but rather, will be constantly updated with real time information.
From my years in recommending individual securities, I am familiar with the abuse of investors through
sale via emotion and hype. Stamps, like securities, have measurable attributes. A broader dissemination
of such information becomes its own driver of value.©

2016 World Stamp Show, NYC – Limited
Edition Penny Black “The Original Die”
Postcard, by Editor
At the show, the Great Britain Postal Museum released a
postcard (See Fig. 1)with a reproduction of the 1840 Penny
Black Original Die. This postcard is one of a limited edition of
433 postcards produced to celebrate the exhibition of a sheet
of Penny Blacks and a sheet of Two Penny Blues at the World
Stamp Show New York 2016.
On the front of the postcard, at the left, we have a reproduction of The Original Die Used for the
Production of the 1840 Penny Black, It shows the Die with the Penny Black reversed and at the top
right is one of the stamps of the booklet issued for the Europhilex Stamp Exhibition London 2015
(13-16 May 2015) for the 175th Anniversary of the Penny Black. (See Fig. 2)
This stamp was cancelled with a rectangular postmark that reads
“The Postal Museum, LONDON * WCIX” and underneath “28 MAY
‘16”.
The World's First Postage Stamps - WSS NYC Court of Honor
Here is the very first printed sheet of the Penny Black, plate 1 before
hardening, dated April 15, 1840; and the earliest known example of the
two penny blue, a sheet from plate 3 from January 1841.
Fig. 2 , 2015 175 years of Penny Black
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Fig. 3
Both sheets,
originally
of
240
examples, are nearly
intact with just a
handful
of
each
removed. The 1d
sheet has never been
shown outside of the
United
Kingdom,
while the 2d sheet
has never been on
public
display
anywhere.

GREAT BRITAIN 1882 — £5 ORANGE
The £5 Orange is actually two stamps. The £5 Orange
Postage Stamp and the £5 Orange Telegraph Stamp.
Contemporary fraud took place, probably in the accountant’s
office, by bleaching out the initial cancellation, and reusing
the stamps.
Very few £5 Oranges were used for postage. They were used
for other purposes, as well as telegraphs, including the
payment of tobacco tax or excise duty on whisky.
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WORLD STAMP SHOW - NY 2016 Palmares Awards, By Editor
LARGE VERMEIL AWARD

Sandrik, William , USA
“Austrian Lloyd’s Steam Navigation Company”

COURT OF HONOR . CLUB DE MONTE-CARLO
PANAMA: FIRST PRE-PHILATELIC POSTMARK, Alfredo Frohlich
This letter to Guayaquil, today in Ecuador, dates from 1777. The manuscript Panama
postmark is abbreviated. First letter with a postmark known from this state.

http://www.icollectpanama.com/collection/recorded_colonial_period.html

COVER FROM FRANCE TO JAPAN, By Editor
This cover sent from Paris, France to Tokio, Japan has the address in Japanese. Upon
arrival it seem that the person to whom it was addressed had moved. Consequently a
thin sheet of paper was attached to the left side of the front of the cover with the
forwarding address.
FIG 2—SHEET WITH
FORWARDING ADDRESS

Date of new address

FIG. 1 COVER WITH ORIGINAL ADDRESS

TALKS BY THE HSC EDITOR AT THE NYC WORLD STAMP SHOW
Here is a list of the three talks that were delivered during the NYC Stamp Show:


1950 Air Mail Stylized Stamp of France



WW II American EFM’s using French Stamp



Buenos Aires Imperforate Philately

The files containing the slides used are available at the HSC Group in Facebook in Adobe
Acrobat format (pdf).
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